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The world's ﬁrst magic supergroup, "Band of Magicians" has announced a Las Vegas residency at Tropicana Las Vegas, beginning Oct. 26, 2016. The
celebrated production brings together four of the brightest young magicians from across the globe to create a revolutionary experience unlike anything
the world has seen before. Coming from its recent tour across Australia and New Zealand, "Band of Magicians" has been described as "truly ba"ing,
hilarious and even strangely moving marvel of a show" by Time Out and, according to Australia's The Daily Telegraph, "Band of Magicians will restore
your sense of wonder" and "is a fabulous night out for all the family." Tickets are now on sale.
The international consort of magicans includes James Galea of Australia, Stuart MacLeod from the UK, and Brett Loudermilk and Joel Ward of the
United States. All four performers#are well on their way to international stardom and yet, in the constantly competitive and secretive world of magic,
took the unorthodox path and joined forces to create an ensemble show#far greater than the sum of its parts.
"I'm so excited to be coming to Las Vegas with 'Band of Magicians,' " said Galea. "We've been working incredibly hard on this show while touring for
the last few years and now, we couldn't be more thrilled to be setting up our residency on The Strip at Tropicana Las Vegas."
"Band of Magicians" is a#groundbreaking magic show jam-packed with increasingly impossible feats#of skill, great laughs, and a
pumping#soundtrack.#It is awe-inspiring entertainment#for#the#whole family.
The quartet of magicians have been featured on "The Ellen Degeneres Show," "TODAY," "The Late Late Show," "Tosh.O," and "Access Hollywood,"
and collectively have had many viral hits on YouTube with their signature tricks racking up more than 50 million hits.
"We are thrilled to be a part of this new wave of magic. 'Band of Magicians' features jaw-dropping magic, interspersed with a hip blend of musical
tracks, guaranteed to amaze our guests" stated Eric Puhl, entertainment manager at Tropicana Las Vegas. Puhl continues on by noting "all of the
magicians have their own individualistic talents which separate them, however once they join forces they create a powerful group of magicians sure to
amaze their audience."#
"Band of Magicians" will premiere at Tropicana Las Vegas on Oct. 26, 2016 and perform Wednesday through Monday at 7 p.m. Tickets for
performances are now on sale. For more information, or to purchase tickets, visit TropLV.com/magic (http://TropLV.com/magic).
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